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In a modern power system, electrical energy
from the generating station is delivered to the
ultimate consumers through a network of

transmission and distribution.  For satisfactory op-
eration of motors, lamps and other loads, it is de-
sirable that consumers are supplied with substan-
tially constant voltage.  Too wide variations of
voltage may cause erratic operation or even mal-
functioning of consumers’ appliances.  To safe-
guard the interest of the consumers, the govern-
ment has enacted a law in this regard.  The statu-
tory limit of voltage variation is ± 6% of declared
voltage at consumers’ terminals.

The principal cause of voltage variation at
consumer’s premises is the change in load on the
supply system.  When the load on the system in-
creases, the voltage at the consumer’s terminals
falls due to the increased voltage drop in (i) al-
ternator synchronous impedance (ii) transmission
line (iii) transformer impedance (iv) feeders and
(v) distributors.  The reverse would happen should
the load on the system decrease.  These voltage
variations are undesirable and must be kept within
the prescribed limits (i.e. ± 6% of the declared
voltage).  This is achieved by installing voltage
regulating equipment at suitable places in the
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power system.  The purpose of this chapter is to deal with important voltage control equipment and its
increasing utility in this fast developing power system.

15.115.115.115.115.1   Importance  of  V  Importance  of  V  Importance  of  V  Importance  of  V  Importance  of  Voltage  Controltage  Controltage  Controltage  Controltage  Contrololololol

When the load on the supply system changes, the voltage at the consumer’s terminals also changes.
The variations of voltage at the consumer’s terminals are undesirable and must be kept within pre-
scribed limits for the following reasons :

(i) In case of lighting load, the lamp characteristics are very sensitive to changes of voltage.
For instance, if the supply voltage to an incandescent lamp decreases by 6% of rated value,
then illuminating power may decrease by 20%.  On the other hand, if the supply voltage is
6% above the rated value, the life of the lamp may be reduced by 50% due to rapid deterio-
ration of the filament.

(ii) In case of power load consisting of induction motors, the voltage variations may cause
erratic operation.  If the supply voltage is above the normal, the motor may operate with a
saturated magnetic circuit, with consequent large magnetising current, heating and low power
factor.  On the other hand, if the voltage is too low, it will reduce the starting torque of the
motor considerably.

(iii) Too wide variations of voltage cause excessive heating of distribution transformers.  This
may reduce their ratings to a considerable extent.

It is clear from the above discussion that voltage variations in a power system must be kept to
minimum level in order to deliver good service to the consumers.  With the trend towards larger and
larger interconnected system, it has become necessary to employ appropriate methods of voltage
control.

15.215.215.215.215.2   Location  of  V  Location  of  V  Location  of  V  Location  of  V  Location  of  Voltage  Controltage  Controltage  Controltage  Controltage  Control  Equipmentol  Equipmentol  Equipmentol  Equipmentol  Equipment

In a modern power system, there are several elements between the generating station and the consum-
ers.  The voltage control equipment is used at more than one point in the system for two reasons.
Firstly, the power network is very extensive and there is a considerable voltage drop in transmission
and distribution systems.  Secondly, the various circuits of the power system have dissimilar load
characteristics.  For these reasons , it is  necessary to provide individual means of voltage control for
each circuit or group of circuits.  In practice, voltage control equipment is used at :

(i) generating stations
(ii) transformer stations

(iii) the feeders if the drop exceeds the permissible limits

15.315.315.315.315.3   Methods  of  V  Methods  of  V  Methods  of  V  Methods  of  V  Methods  of  Voltage   Controltage   Controltage   Controltage   Controltage   Contrololololol

There are several methods of voltage control.  In each method, the system voltage is changed in
accordance with the load to obtain a fairly constant voltage at the consumer’s end of the system.  The
following are the methods of voltage control in an *a.c. power system:

(i) By excitation control
(ii) By using tap changing transformers

(iii) Auto-transformer tap changing
(iv) Booster transformers
(v) Induction regulators

(vi) By synchronous condenser
Method (i) is used at the generating station only whereas methods (ii) to (v) can be used for

* Since the modern power system is a.c., voltage control for this system will be discussed.  However, for a
d.c. system, voltage control can be effected by (i) overcompounded generators and (ii) boosters.
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transmission as well as primary distribution systems.  However, methods (vi) is reserved for the
voltage control of a transmission line.  We shall discuss each method separately in the next sections.

15.415.415.415.415.4    Excitation  Contr   Excitation  Contr   Excitation  Contr   Excitation  Contr   Excitation  Contrololololol

When the load on the supply system changes, the terminal voltage of the alternator also varies due to
the changed voltage drop in the synchronous reactance of the armature.  The voltage of the alternator
can be kept constant by changing the *field current of the alternator in accordance with the load.  This
is known as excitation control method.  The excitation of alternator can be controlled by the use of
automatic or hand operated regulator acting in the field circuit of the alternator.  The first method is
preferred in modern practice. There are two main types of automatic voltage regulators viz.

(i) Tirril Regulator
(ii) Brown-Boveri Regulator
These regulators are based on the “overshooting the mark †principle” to enable them to respond

quickly to the rapid fluctuations of load.  When the load on the alternator increases, the regulator
produces an increase in excitation more than is ultimately necessary.  Before the voltage has the time
to increase to the value corresponding to the increased excitation, the regulator reduces the excitation
to the proper value.

15.515.515.515.515.5   T  T  T  T  Tirril  Regulatorirril  Regulatorirril  Regulatorirril  Regulatorirril  Regulator

In this type of regulator, a fixed resistance is cut in and cut out of the exciter field circuit of the
alternator.  This is achieved by rapidly opening and closing a shunt circuit across the exciter rheostat.
For this reason, it is also known as vibrating type voltage regulator.

Construction.  Fig. 15.1 shows the essential parts of a Tirril voltage regulator.  A rheostat R is
provided in the exciter circuit and its value is set to give the required excitation.  This rheostat is put
in and out of the exciter circuit by the regulator, thus varying the exciter voltage to maintain the
desired voltage of the alternator.

* As alternator has to be run at constant speed to obtain fixed frequency, therefore, induced e.m.f. of the
alternator cannot be controlled by the adjustment of speed.

† The alternator has large inductance.  If the exciter voltage is increased, the field current will take some time
to reach the steady value.  Therefore, response will not be quick.  However, quick response is necessary to
meet the rapid fluctuations of load.  For this reason, this principle is used.
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(i) Main contact.  There are two levers at the top which carry the main contacts at the facing

ends.  The left-hand lever is controlled by the exciter magnet whereas the right hand lever is
controlled by an a.c. magnet known as main control magnet.

(ii) Exciter magnet.  This magnet is of the ordinary solenoid type and is connected across the
exciter mains.  Its exciting current is, therefore, proportional to the exciter voltage.  The
counter balancing force for the exciter magnet is provided by four coil springs.

(iii) A. C. magnet.  It is also of solenoid type and is energised from a.c. bus-bars.  It carries series
as well as shunt excitation.  This magnet is so adjusted that with normal load and voltage at
the alternator, the pulls of the two coils are equal and opposite, thus keeping the right-hand
lever in the horizontal position.

(iv) Differential relay.  It essentially consists of a U-shaped relay magnet which operates the
relay contacts.  The relay magnet has two identical windings wound differentially on both
the limbs.  These windings are connected across the exciter mains–the left hand one perma-
nently while the right hand one has its circuit completed only when the main contacts are
closed.  The relay contacts are arranged to shunt the exciter-field rheostat R.  A capacitor is
provided across the relay contacts to reduce the sparking at the time the relay contacts are
opened.

Operation.  The two control magnets (i.e. exciter magnet and a.c. magnet) are so adjusted that
with normal load and voltage at the alternator, their pulls are equal, thus keeping the main contacts
open.  In this position of main contacts, the relay magnet remains energised and pulls down the
armature carrying one relay contact.  Consequently, relay contacts remain open and the exciter field
rheostat is in the field circuit.

When the load on the alternator increases, its terminal voltage tends to fall.  This causes the
series excitation to predominate and the a.c. magnet pulls down the right-hand lever to close the main
contacts.  Consequently, the relay magnet is *de-energised and releases the armature carrying the
relay contact.  The relay contacts are closed and the rheostat R in the field circuit is short circuited.
This increases the exciter-voltage and hence the excitation of the alternator.  The increased excitation
causes the alternator voltage to rise quickly.  At the same time, the excitation of the exciter magnet is
increased due to the increase in exciter voltage.  Therefore, the left-hand lever is pulled down, open-
ing the main contacts, energising the relay magnet and putting the rheostat R again in the field circuit
before the alternator voltage has time to increase too far.  The reverse would happen should the load
on the alternator decrease.

It is worthwhile to mention here that exciter voltage is controlled by the rapid opening and
closing of the relay contacts.  As the regulator is worked on the overshooting the mark principle,
therefore, the terminal voltage does not remain absolutely constant but oscillates between the maxi-
mum and minimum values.  In fact, the regulator is so quick acting that voltage variations never
exceed ± 1%.

15.615.615.615.615.6    Br   Br   Br   Br   Brown-Boveri  Regulatorown-Boveri  Regulatorown-Boveri  Regulatorown-Boveri  Regulatorown-Boveri  Regulator

In this type of regulator, exciter field rheostat is varied continuously or in small steps instead of being
first completely cut in and then completely cut out as in Tirril regulator.  For this purpose, a regulating
resistance is connected in series with the field circuit of the exciter.  Fluctuations in the alternator
voltage are detected by a control device which actuates a motor.  The motor drives the regulating
rheostat and cuts out or cuts in some resistance from the rheostat, thus changing the exciter and hence
the alternator voltage.

Construction.  Fig. 15.2 shows the schematic diagram of a Brown-Boveri voltage regulator.  It

* Because the windings are wound differentially on the two limbs.
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also works on the “overshooting the mark principle” and has the
following four important parts :

(i) Control system.  The control system is built on the prin-
ciple of induction motor.  It consists of two windings A
and B on an annular core of laminated sheet steel.  The
winding A  is excited from  two of the generator termi-
nals through resistances U and U′ while a resistance R
is inserted in the circuit of winding B.  The ratio of
resistance to reactance of the two windings are suitably
adjusted so as to create a phase difference of currents
in the two windings.  Due to the phase difference of
currents in the two windings, rotating magnetic field is
set up.  This  produces electromagnetic torque on the
thin aluminium drum C carried by steel spindle ; the
latter being supported at both ends by jewel bearings.
The torque on drum C varies with the terminal voltage
of the alternator.  The variable resistance U′ can also
vary the torque on the drum.  If the resistance is increased, the torque is decreased and vice-
versa.  Therefore, the variable resistance U′ provides a means by which the regulator may be
set to operate at the desired voltage.

(ii) Mechanical control torque.  The electric torque produced by the current in the split phase
winding is opposed by a combination of two springs (main spring and auxiliary spring)
which produce a constant mechanical torque irrespective of the position of the drum. Under
steady deflected state, mechanical torque is equal and opposite to the electric torque.

(iii) Operating system.  It consists of a field rheostat with contact device.  The rheostat consists
of a pair of resistance elements connected to the stationary contact blocks CB.  These two
resistance sectors R are connected in series with each other and then in series with the field
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circuit of the exciter.  On the inside surface of the contact blocks roll the contact sectors CS.
When the terminal voltage of the alternator changes, the electric torque acts on the drum.
This causes the contact sectors to roll over the contact blocks, cutting in or cutting out
rheostat resistance in the exciter field circuit.

(iv) Damping torque.  The regulator is made stable by damping mechanism which consists of an
aluminium disc O rotating between two permanent magnets m.  The disc is geared to the
rack of an aluminium sector P and is fastened to the aluminium drum C by means of a
flexible spring S acting as the recall spring.  If there is a change in the alternator voltage, the
eddy currents induced in the disc O produce the necessary damping torque to resist quick
response of the moving system.

Operation.  Suppose that resistances U and U′ are so adjusted that terminal voltage of the alter-
nator is normal at position 1.  In this position, the electrical torque is counterbalanced by the mechani-
cal torque and the moving system is in equilibrium.  It is assumed that electrical torque rotates the
shaft in a clockwise direction.

Now imagine that the terminal voltage of the alternator rises due to decrease in load on the
supply system.  The increase in the alternator voltage will cause an increase in electrical torque which
becomes greater than the mechanical torque.  This causes the drum to rotate in clockwise direction,
say to position 3.  As a result, more resistance is inserted in the exciter circuit, thereby decreasing the
field current and hence the terminal voltage of the alternator.  Meanwhile, the recall spring S is
tightened and provides a counter torque forcing the contact roller back to position 2 which is the
equilibrium position.  The damping system prevents the oscillations of the system about the equilib-
rium position.

15.715.715.715.715.7    T   T   T   T   Tap-Changing  Tap-Changing  Tap-Changing  Tap-Changing  Tap-Changing  Transforransforransforransforransformersmersmersmersmers

The excitation control method is satisfactory only for relatively short lines.  However, it is *not
suitable for long lines as the voltage at the alternator terminals will have to be varied too much in
order that the voltage at the far end of the line may be constant.  Under such situations, the problem of
voltage control can be solved by employing other methods.  One important method is to use tap-
changing transformer and is commonly employed where main transformer is necessary.  In this method,
a number of tappings are provided on the secondary of the transformer.  The voltage drop in the line
is supplied by changing the secondary e.m.f. of the transformer through the adjustment of its number
of turns.

(i) Off load tap-changing transformer.
Fig. 15.4 shows the arrangement where a num-
ber of tappings have been provided on the sec-
ondary.  As the position of the tap is varied, the
effective number of secondary turns is varied
and hence the output voltage of the secondary
can be changed.  Thus referring to Fig. 15.4,
when the movable arm makes contact with stud
1, the secondary voltage is minimum and when
with stud 5, it is maximum.  During the period of light load, the voltage across the primary is not much
below the alternator voltage and the movable arm is placed on stud 1.  When the load increases, the
voltage across the primary drops, but the secondary voltage can be kept at the previous value by
placing the movable arm on to a higher stud.  Whenever a tapping is to be changed in this type of
transformer, the load is kept off and hence the name off load tap-changing transformer.

* In a long line, difference in the receiving-end voltage between no load and full-load conditions is quite
large.
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The principal disadvantage of the circuit arrangement shown in Fig. 15.4 is that it cannot be used
for tap-changing on load.  Suppose for a moment that tapping is changed from position 1 to position
2 when the transformer is supplying load.  If contact with stud 1 is broken before contact with stud 2
is made, there is break in the circuit and arcing results.  On the other hand, if contact with stud 2 is
made before contact with stud 1 is broken, the coils connected between these two tappings are short-
circuited and carry damaging heavy currents.  For this reason, the above circuit arrangement cannot
be used for tap-changing on load.

(ii) On-load tap-changing transformer.  In supply system, tap-changing has normally to be
performed on load so that there is no interruption to supply.  Fig. 15.5 shows diagrammatically one
type of on-load tap-changing transformer.  The sec-
ondary consists of two equal parallel windings
which have similar tappings 1a ...... 5a and 1b .........
5b.  In the normal working conditions, switches a,
b and tappings with the same number remain closed
and each secondary winding carries one-half of the
total current.  Referring to Fig. 15.5, the second-
ary voltage will be maximum when switches a, b
and 5a, 5b are closed.  However, the secondary
voltage will be minimum when switches a, b and
1a, 1b are closed.

Suppose that the transformer is working with
tapping position at 4a, 4b and it is desired to alter
its position to 5a, 5b.  For this purpose, one of the switches a and b, say a, is opened.  This takes the
secondary winding controlled by switch a out of the circuit.  Now, the secondary winding controlled
by switch b carries the total current which is twice its rated capacity.  Then the tapping on the discon-
nected winding is changed to 5a and switch a is closed.  After this, switch b is opened to disconnect
its winding, tapping position on this winding is changed to 5b and then switch b is closed.  In this way,
tapping position is changed without interrupting the supply.  This method has the following disadvan-
tages :

(i) During switching, the impedance of transformer is increased and there will be a voltage
surge.

(ii) There are twice as many tappings as the voltage steps.

15.815.815.815.815.8   Auto-T  Auto-T  Auto-T  Auto-T  Auto-Transforransforransforransforransformer  Tmer  Tmer  Tmer  Tmer  Tap-changingap-changingap-changingap-changingap-changing

Fig. 15.6 shows diagrammatically auto-transformer
tap changing.  Here, a mid-tapped auto-transformer
or reactor is used.  One of the lines is connected to
its mid-tapping.  One end, say a of this transformer
is connected to a series of switches across the odd
tappings and the other end b is connected to switches
across even tappings.  A short-circuiting switch S is
connected across the auto-transformer and remains
in the closed position under normal operation.  In
the normal operation, there is *no inductive voltage
drop across the auto-transformer.  Referring to Fig.
15.6, it is clear that with switch 5 closed, minimum

* In the normal operation, switch S remains closed so that half the total current flows through each half of the
reactor.  Since the currents in each half of the reactor are in opposition, no resultant flux is set up and
consequently there is no inductive voltage drop across it.
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secondary turns are in the circuit and hence the output voltage will be the lowest.  On the other hand,
the output voltage will be maximum when switch 1 is closed.

Suppose now it is desired to alter the tapping point from position 5 to position 4 in order to raise
the output voltage.  For this purpose, short-circuiting switch S is opened, switch 4 is closed, then
switch 5 is opened and finally short-circuiting switch is closed.  In this way, tapping can be changed
without interrupting the supply.

It is worthwhile to describe the electrical phenomenon occurring during the tap changing.  When
the short-circuiting switch is opened, the load current flows through one-half of the reactor coil so
that there is a voltage drop across the reactor.  When switch 4 is closed, the turns between points 4 and
5 are connected through the whole reactor winding.  A circulating current flows through this local
circuit but it is limited to a low value due to high reactance of the reactor.

15.915.915.915.915.9   Booster    Booster    Booster    Booster    Booster  TTTTTransfransfransfransfransfororororormermermermermer

Sometimes it is desired to control the voltage of a transmission line at a point far away from the main
transformer.  This can be conveniently achieved by the use of a booster transformer as shown in Fig.
15.7.  The secondary of the booster transformer is connected in series with the line whose voltage is
to be controlled.  The primary of this transformer is supplied from a regulating transformer *fitted
with on-load tap-changing gear.  The booster transformer is connected in such a way that its second-
ary injects a voltage in phase with the line voltage.

The voltage at AA is maintained constant by tap-changing gear
in the main transformer.  However, there may be considerable volt-
age drop between AA and BB due to fairly long feeder and tapping
of loads.  The voltage at BB is controlled by the use of regulating

transformer and
booster transformer.
By changing the tap-
ping on the regulating
transformer, the mag-
nitude of the voltage
injected into the line
can be varied.  This
permits to keep the
voltage at BB to the de-

sired value.  This method of voltage control has three disadvantages.
Firstly, it is more expensive than the on-load tap-changing trans-
former.  Secondly, it is less efficient owing to losses in the booster and thirdly more floor space is
required.  Fig. 15.8 shows a three-phase booster transformer.

* The on-load tap-changing gear is omitted from the diagram for the sake of simplicity.

Booster  Transformer
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* From electrical point of view, it is immaterial whether the rotor or stator carries the primary winding.

15.1015.1015.1015.1015.10  Induction   Regulators Induction   Regulators Induction   Regulators Induction   Regulators Induction   Regulators

An induction regulator is essentially a constant voltage transformer, one winding of which can be
moved w.r.t. the other, thereby obtaining a variable secondary voltage.  The primary winding is con-
nected across the supply while the secondary winding is connected in series with the line whose
voltage is to be controlled.  When the position of one winding is changed w.r.t. the other, the second-
ary voltage injected into the line also changes.  There are two types of induction regulators viz. single
phase and 3-phase.

(i) Single-phase induction regulator.  A single phase induction regulator is illustrated in Fig.
15.9.  In construction, it is similar to a single phase induction motor except that the rotor is not
allowed to rotate continuously but can be adjusted in any position either manually or by a small
motor.  The primary winding A B is wound on the *stator and is connected across the supply line.  The
secondary winding CD is wound on the rotor and is connected in series with the line whose voltage is
to be controlled.

The primary exciting current produces an alternating flux that induces an alternating voltage in
the secondary winding CD.  The magnitude of voltage induced in the secondary depends upon its
position w.r.t. the primary winding.  By adjusting the rotor to a suitable position, the secondary volt-
age can be varied from a maximum positive to a maximum negative value.  In this way, the regulator
can add or subtract from the circuit voltage according to the relative positions of the two windings.
Owing to their greater flexibility, single phase regulators are frequently used for voltage control of
distribution primary feeders.

(ii) Three-phase induction regulator.  In construction, a 3-phase induction regulator is similar
to a 3-phase induction motor with wound rotor except that the rotor is not allowed to rotate continu-
ously but can be held in any position by means of a  worm gear.  The primary windings either in star
or delta are wound on the stator and are connected across the supply.  The secondary windings are
wound on the rotor and the six terminals are brought out since these windings are to be connected in
series with the line whose voltage is to be controlled.
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When polyphase currents flow through the primary wind-
ings, a rotating field is set up which induces an e.m.f. in each
phase of rotor winding.  As the rotor is turned, the magnitude of
the rotating flux is not changed; hence the rotor e.m.f. per phase
remains constant.  However, the variation of the position of the
rotor will affect the phase of the rotor e.m.f. w.r.t. the applied
voltage as shown in Fig. 15.11.  The input primary voltage per
phase is V p and the boost introduced by the regulator is V r.  The
output voltage V  is the vector sum of V p and V r.  Three phase
induction regulators are used to regulate the voltage of feeders
and in connection with high voltage oil testing transformers.

15.1115.1115.1115.1115.11 VVVVVoltage  Controltage  Controltage  Controltage  Controltage  Control  by  Synchrol  by  Synchrol  by  Synchrol  by  Synchrol  by  Synchronous  Condenseronous  Condenseronous  Condenseronous  Condenseronous  Condenser

The voltage at the receiving end of a transmission line can be controlled by installing specially
designed synchronous motors called *synchronous condensers at the receiving end of the line.  The
synchronous condenser supplies wattless leading kVA to the line depending upon the excitation of the
motor.  This wattless leading kVA partly or fully cancels the wattless lagging kVA of the line, thus
controlling the voltage drop in the line.  In this way, voltage at the receiving end of a transmission line
can be kept constant as the load on the system changes.

For simplicity, consider a short transmission line where the effects of capacitance are neglected.
Therefore, the line has only resistance and inductance.  Let V 1 and V 2 be the per phase sending end
and receiving end voltages respectively.  Let I2 be the load current at a lagging power factor of cos φ2.

(i) Without synchronous condenser.  Fig. 15.12 (i) shows the transmission line with resis-
tance R and inductive reactance X  per phase.  The load current I2 can be resolved into two
rectangular components viz Ip in phase with V 2 and Iq at right angles to V 2 [See Fig. 15.12
(ii)].  Each component will produce resistive and reactive drops ; the resistive drops being in
phase with and the reactive drops in quadrature leading with the corresponding currents.
The vector addition of these voltage drops to V 2 gives the sending end voltage V 1.

(ii) With synchronous condenser.  Now suppose that a synchronous condenser taking a lead-
ing current **Im is connected at the receiving end of the line.  The vector diagram of the
circuit becomes as shown in Fig. 15.13.  Note that since Im and Iq are in direct opposition and
that Im must be greater than Iq, the four drops due to these two currents simplify to :

* By changing the excitation of a synchronous motor, it can be made to take a leading power factor.  A
synchronous motor at no load and taking a leading power factor is known as a synchronous condenser.  It
is so called because the characteristics of the motor then resemble with that of a condenser.

** Neglecting the losses of the synchronous condenser, Im will lead V 2 by 90o.
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(Im − Iq) R in phase with Im

and (Im − Iq) X  in quadrature leading with Im

From the vector diagram, the relation between V 1 and V 2 is given by ;

OE2 = (OA + A B − DE)2 + (BC + CD)2

or V1
2 = [V 2 + IpR − (Im − Iq) X ]2 + [IpX  + (Im − Iq) R]2

From this equation, the value of Im can be calculated to obtain any desired ratio of V 1/V 2 for a
given load current and power factor.

kVAR capacity of condenser = 
3
1000

2V Im

Example 15.1.  A load of 10,000 kW at a power factor of 0·8 lagging is supplied by a 3-phase
line whose voltage has to be maintained at 33kV at each end.  If the line resistance and reactance per
phase are 5 Ω and 10 Ω respectively, calculate the capacity of the synchronous condenser to be
installed for the purpose.  Comment on the result.

Solution.

Load current, I2 = 10 000 10

3 33 10 0 8
218

3

3
, ×

× × × ⋅
= A

∴ Ip = I2 cos φ2 = 218 × 0·8 = 174·4 A

Iq = I2 sin φ2 = 218 × 0·6 = 130·8 A
R = 5 Ω ; X  = 10 Ω

Synchronous  Condenser
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Sending-end voltage/phase, V 1 = Receiving end voltage/phase (V 2)

=
3 3 10

3

3×
 = 19,053 V

Let Im be the current taken by the synchronous condenser.  Referring to Fig. 15.13,
(19,053)2 = [19,053 + 174·4 × 5 − 10 (Im − 130·8)]2

+ [174·4 × 10 + (Im − 130·8)5]2

Solving this equation, we get, Im = 231 A

Capacity of synchronous condenser =
3
1000

3 19 053 231
1000

2V Im kVAR kVAR= × ×,

= 13,203 kVAR
Comments.  This example shows that kVA capacity of the synchronous condenser is consider-

ably greater than the kVA capacity of the load viz 13203 against 10000/0·8 = 12,500.  Since the cost
of synchronous condenser is usually very high, it would not be an economical proposition to have the
same sending end and receiving end voltages.  In practice, the synchronous condenser is operated in
such a way so as to allow a small drop in the line.

Example 15.2.  A 3-phase overhead line has resistance and reactance per phase of 5 Ω and 20
Ω  respectively.  The load at the receiving end is 25 MW at 33 kV and a power factor of 0·8 lagging.
Find the capacity of the synchronous condenser required for this load condition if it is connected at
the receiving end and the line voltages at both ends are maintained at 33 kV.

Solution.

Load current,  I2 = 25  10 A
6×

× × ⋅
= ⋅

3 33000 0 8
546 8

∴ Ip = I2 cos φ2 = 546·8 × 0·8 = 437·4 A

Iq = I2 sin φ2 = 546·8 × 0·6 = 328·1 A

R = 5 Ω ; X  = 20 Ω
Sending end voltage/phase, V1 = Receiving end voltage/phase, V 2

=
33  10 V

3× =
3

19053

Let Im be the current taken by the synchronous condenser.  Then,

V1
2 = [V 2 + IpR − (Im − Iq) × X ]2 + [IpX  + (Im − Iq) R]2

or (19053)2 = [19053 + 437·4 × 5 − (Im − 328·1) × 20]2

+ [437·4 × 20 + (Im − 328·1) × 5]2

On solving this equation, we get, Im = 579·5 A

Capacity of synchronous condenser       =  
3

10

3 19 053 579 5

10
2

6 6

V Im MVAR = × × ⋅, = 33·13 MVAR

TUTORIAL  PROBLEMSTUTORIAL  PROBLEMSTUTORIAL  PROBLEMSTUTORIAL  PROBLEMSTUTORIAL  PROBLEMS

1. A 3-phase line having an impedance of (5 + j 20) ohms per phase delivers a load of 30 MW at a p.f. of
0·8 lagging and voltage 33 kV.  Determine the capacity of the synchronous condenser required to be
installed at the receiving end if voltage at the sending end is to be maintained at 33 kV.

[42·78 MVAR]
2. A 12500 kVA load is supplied at a power factor of 0·8 lagging by a 3-phase transmission line whose

voltage is to be maintained at 33 kV at both ends.  Determine the capacity of the synchronous condenser
to be installed at the receiving end.  The impedance of the line is (4 + j 12) ohms per phase.

[11490 kVAR]
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SELF - TESTSELF - TESTSELF - TESTSELF - TESTSELF - TEST

1. Fill in the blanks by inserting appropriate words/figures :
(i) The statutory limit of voltage variations is ............ of the declared voltage at consumer’s terminals.

(ii) In the automatic voltage regulators used at the generating station, the ............ principle is used.

(iii) The voltage variations in a Brown-Boveri regulator never exceed ............

(iv) In a Tirril regulator, a ............ resistance is cut in and out of the exciter field circuit of the alternator.

(v) In practice, tap-changing is performed on load so that there is ............ to supply.

(vi) Induction regulators are used for voltage control in ............ system.

(vii) A synchronous condenser is generally installed at the ............ end of a transmission line.

(viii) The principal cause of voltage variation is the change of ............ on the system.

(ix) In a Tirril regulator, capacitor is provided across the relay contacts to reduce ............ at the time
relay contacts are opened.

2. Pick up the correct words/figures from brackets and fill in the blanks :
(i) The voltage control equipment is used at ............ in the power system.

(one point, more than one point)

(ii) The mechanical control torque in a Brown-Boveri regulator is ............ whatever may be the position
of drum. (constant, variable)

(iii) The excitation control method is suitable only for ............ lines. (short, long)

(iv) It is ............ to maintain the same voltage at both ends of a transmission line by synchronous con-
denser method. (economical, not economical).

ANSWERS  TO  SELF-TESTANSWERS  TO  SELF-TESTANSWERS  TO  SELF-TESTANSWERS  TO  SELF-TESTANSWERS  TO  SELF-TEST

1. (i) ± 6%  (ii) overshooting the mark  (iii) ± 1%  (iv) regulating  (v) no interruption  (vi) primary distribu-
tion  (vii) receiving  (viii) load  (ix) arcing

2. (i) more than one point  (ii) constant  (iii) short  (iv) not economical.

CHAPTER  REVIEW  TOPICSCHAPTER  REVIEW  TOPICSCHAPTER  REVIEW  TOPICSCHAPTER  REVIEW  TOPICSCHAPTER  REVIEW  TOPICS

1. Discuss the importance of voltage control in the modern power system.

2. What are the various methods of voltage control in a power system ?

3. Describe with the aid of neat sketch the construction and working of a Tirril regulator.

4. Explain the construction and working of Brown-Boveri regulator with a neat sketch.

5. Describe the off-load tap changing transformer method of voltage control.  What are the limitations of
the method ?

6. Explain with a neat sketch :

(i) On-load tap-changing transformer

(ii) Auto-transformer tap-changing

7. What do you understand by induction regulators ? Describe single phase and three phase induction
regulators.

8. Describe the synchronous condenser method of voltage control for a transmission line.  Illustrate your
answer with a vector diagram.

DISCUSSION  QUESTIONSDISCUSSION  QUESTIONSDISCUSSION  QUESTIONSDISCUSSION  QUESTIONSDISCUSSION  QUESTIONS

1. Voltage control equipment is generally located at more than one point. Why ?

2. Tap-changing is generally performed on load.  Why ?

3. Why do we use overshooting the mark principle in automatic voltage regulators ?
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